Our wine ethos,
Through many years of travelling the

world sampling some great wines along
the way, has inspired my team and I

team to spend many fun hours creating

a unique and diverse collection. I hope
you enjoy the wines as much as we have
had in creating the list.
P.S.

We have this amazing device that enables
you to have fine wines by the glass simply
ask one of my team to explain more.

Jodie

WHITES
Sauvignon Blanc
Sauvignon Blanc has a fabulous array of aromatic qualities. From the Loire Valley the style is reminiscent
of cut-grass, gooseberry, flint and nettles. In the New world, particularly New Zealand it produces pungently
assertive characters, from the green grass flavours to the more tropical, ripe spectrum such as passion
fruit and mango.

Chenin Blanc

A classic grape variety from the Loire where it exhibits floral and honeyed aromas, apple and quince flavours and
zippy acidity. From the New World it can be quite ‘pear droppy’, becoming more peachy in some of the fuller
wines, sometimes a hint of fruit salad. It’s the most widely planted South African white varietal, they call it ‘Steen’.

Chardonnay
Medium to light bodied with noticeable acidity and flavours of green plum, apple, and pear. In warmer
locations the flavours become more citrus, peach, and melon, while in very warm locations more fig
and tropical fruit notes such as banana and mango come out.

ROSÉ

When rosé wine is the primary product, it is produced with the skin contact method. Black-skinned grapes are
crushed and the skins remain in contact with the juice for a short period, typically one to three days. The must
is then pressed and the skins are discarded rather than left in contact throughout fermentation (as with red wine
making). The longer that the skins are left in contact with the juice, the more intense the colour of the final wine.

REDS
Pinot Noir
Pinot Noir is the red grape of Burgundy. It is a very difficult variety to cultivate and is susceptible to numerous
viticultural hazards. Perhaps this is why many wine makers consider it the ‘holy grail’ and want to make it.
Remember it is brick red in colour, a good indicator in ‘blind tastings’. It produces red fruit aromas of cherries,
raspberries and strawberries. It then can produce those ‘barn yard’ characteristics. Vanilla clove, licorice,
mushroom, tobacco, sometimes ‘sweaty leather’!

Malbec
Responsible for the so-called ‘black wine of Cahors’ in South-West France. Malbec is also a minor partner among
the five red varieties that make up the Bordeaux blend. In France it can be harsh and rustically tannic. However it
is the red grape par excellence in Argentina, where it makes a softer, juicier style of red, with raspberries, mulberry
blackberry allied to tar and game-like undertones. We are also seeing Malbec in Chile, Australia and California.

PROSECCO

Prosecco is an Italian white wine. Prosecco DOC can be spumante, frizzante, or tranquillo, depending on the
perlage. It is made from Glera grapes, formerly known also as Prosecco, but other grape varieties may be included.

DESSERT WINE

There is no simple definition of a dessert wine. In the UK, a dessert wine is considered to be any sweet wine
drunk with a meal, as opposed to the white fortified wines (fino and amontillado sherry) drunk before a meal
and the red fortified wines (port and madeira) drunk after it. Most fortified wines are regarded as distinct from
dessert wines, but some of the less strong fortified white wines, such as Pedro Ximénez sherry and
Muscat de Beaumes-de-Venise, are regarded as honorary dessert wines.

WHITE WINES
		
BY THE GLASS
1

125ml

175ml

500ml

bottle

GARGANEGA/PINOT GRIGIO, POGGIO ALTO 2016
£3.55
£4.80 £13.25
£19.20
Veneto - Italy							
Crisp apple and pear fruit aromas with some floral overtones lead to a
soft, medium-bodied palate with a clean, dry finish.

2

CHENIN BLANC/ROUSSANNE, FRONT ROW 2016
£3.75
£5.10
£14.10
£20.40
Western Cape - South Africa							
Lovely richness, a hint of honey and spice with an underlying tone of
lychees. Almost ‘Rhône Valley’, in style. Excellent!

3

SAUVIGNON BLANC, D'ALAMEL BY LAPOSTOLLE 2016 £4.10
£5.55
£15.30
£22.20
Valle Central - Chile							

Fresh and crisp with tones of elderflower, gooseberry, grass and
white flowers.
4

PICPOUL DE PINET, BEAUVIGNAC 2016
£4.70
£6.55
£17.50
£25.40
Languedoc Roussillon - France							

Elegant aromas of citrus, pear and white flowers, and a crisp, mineral
palate ideally suited to seafood.
5

PINOT GRIGIO, CASTEL FIRMIAN 2016
£4.75
£6.35
£17.65
£25.60
Trentino - Italy							
Very clean, nicely balanced Pinot Grigio, with a gentle floral aroma,
good medium weight in the mouth, and a refreshing finish.

6

CÔTES-DU-RHÔNE, ‘ST-ESPRIT BLANC’ DELAS 2015
£4.55
£6.25
£17.75
£26.50
Rhône Valley - France						
Aromatic nose of summer flowers, apricot and herbs. Soft and juicy
on the palate, dry yet fruity, showing a little spice on the finish.

7

SILENZI BIANCO, (VERMENTINO BLEND) PALA 2016
£4.35
£5.85
£16.15
£23.40
Isola dei Nuraghi IGT - Sardinia							
A fresh young wine with good intensity, showing crisp, clean notes of
apple, pear, citrus and herbs.

8

SAUVIGNON BLANC, MAHI 2015
£5.70
£7.75
£21.65
£32.25
Marlborough - New Zealand							

Musky aromas and flavors of lemon-lime, pepper and herbs, plus a
subtle suggestion of ripe peach. Plush and broad but with harmonious
spicy, grapefruit notes giving the wine lift. Fresh but fully ripe and nicely
tactile, even plush, and long on the aftertaste.
9

PETIT CHABLIS, JEAN-MARC BROCARD 2015
£5.80
£8.15 £23.00
£34.50
Burgundy - France						
‘Petit’ in name only, this startlingly aromatic, statuesque wine presents
a complex array of mineral, apple, citrus and white peach aromas.
The palate runs the gamut from herbal crispness to earthy depth.
Wonderfully complete, resonant wine.

RED WINES
		
BY THE GLASS
30

125ml

PRIMITIVO, ITYNERA 2016
£3.65
Salento IGT - Italy		

175ml

500ml

bottle

£5.00

£13.75

£20.00

Attractive ruby red in colour with a persistent, juicy palate of baked fruits
and some tobacco notes.

31

SHIRAZ/MOURVEDRE/VIOGNIER, FRONT ROW 2016
£4.05
£5.45
£15.05
£21.95
Swartland - South Africa							
Fragrant and rich loaded with forest fruits, jammy spice, and a
touch of pepper. Impressive concentration.

32

MERLOT, D’ALAMEL BY LAPOSTOLLE 2014
£4.10
£5.55
£15.30
£22.20
Valle Central - Chile							
A round, voluptuous Merlot with plum and cherry aromas, a juicy
feel in the mouth and a long, smooth finish. The oak adds a touch
of spicy complexity.

34

SHIRAZ, DEAKIN ESTATE 2016
£4.65
£6.30
£17.35
£25.25
Victoria - Australia							

Good punchy Shiraz aromas of mulberry and plum, supported
by hints of vanilla and coffee oak. The palate is juicy, spicy and
satisfying, with a rounded finish.
35

MALBEC, ‘LO TENGO’, NORTON 2016
£4.75
£6.35
£17.50
£25.40
Mendoza - Argentina							

Rich ruby red in color with purple hints. Fresh fruit, cinnamon and cherry
aromas. Very attractive velvety feel on the palate, delicious finish.
36

CÔTES-DU-RHÔNE, MAZETES DE SAINT VICTOR 2015 £4.95
£6.65
£18.35
£26.60
Rhône - France						

Bright aromas of raspberry and black cherry, with a dusting of white
pepper; silky-smooth yet lively on the palate, with a juicy fruit character
leading to a savoury finish.
37

PINOT NOIR, ‘IDENTIDADE’, CASA VALDUGA 2016
£5.15
£6.80 £19.50
£28.50
Encruzilhada do Sul - Brazil							

Attractive ripe red fruits – strawberry, cherry – with hints of aniseed,
tobacco and mint. Light, lively flavours on the palate, silky texture and
very refreshing.
38

VALPOLICELLA, ‘BONACOSTA’ CLASSICO, MASI 2015
£4.95
£6.80 £18.80
£27.50
Veneto - Italy						
Intense aromas of fresh cherries and raspberries accompanied by hints
of spices such as cloves. Refreshing on the palate with a long finish of
vanilla and cherry notes.

WHITE WINES
					

FRANCE				

4

bottle

PICPOUL DE PINET, BEAUVIGNAC 2016£25.40
Languedoc Roussillon - France					
Elegant aromas of citrus, pear and white flowers, and a crisp, mineral palate ideally suited to seafood.

6

CÔTES-DU-RHÔNE, ‘SAINT-ESPRIT BLANC’ DELAS 2015£26.50
Rhône Valley - France					
Aromatic nose of summer flowers, apricot and herbs. Soft and juicy on the palate, dry yet fruity, showing
a little spice on the finish.

9

PETIT CHABLIS JEAN-MARC BROCARD 2015	
£34.50
Burgundy - France					
‘Petit’ in name only, this startlingly aromatic, statuesque wine presents acomplex array of mineral, apple,
citrus and white peach aromas. The palate runs the gamut from herbal crispness to earthy depth.
Wonderfully complete, resonant wine.

15


21

MAS DES BRESSADES, 2015£28.80
Languedoc Roussillon - France

This captivating blend of local grape varieties offers aromas of ripe fruit and summer flowers, satisfying
weight on the mid-palate, then a crisp mineral finish.

RULLY BLANC, HENRI DE VILLAMONT 2012£39.20
Burgundy - France

Pinpoint ripeness here, with apricot and apple aromas, followed by Rully’s typically firm, medium-bodied
palate. Fresh and satisfying, and a fine ambassador for this well-known village.
25

CHABLIS 1ER CRU, ‘VAU LIGNEAU’ DOMAIN HAMELIN 2014£45.00
Burgundy - France
Delicate, expressive nose with green apple, citrus and lily aromas. Round yet elegant on the palate, with
classic minerality and a dry finish.

26

MEURSAULT , ‘VIEILLES VIGNES’, VINCENT GIRARDIN 2014£63.55
Burgundy - France
A classic, taut Meursault offering aromas of roasted almonds, white flowers and mineral notes. The fresh,
pure structure conceals impressive weight and concentration.

27

CHASSAGNE-MONTRACHET, 1ER CRU,
‘BLANCHOTS-DESSUS’, DARVIOT-PERRIN 2011 £155.00
Burgundy - France
Concentration of apple, pear, and tropical fruits, and an earthy component of truffle or mushroom make
this wine concentrated, rich and intense, yet elegant.

28

CHABLIS, GRAND CRU, ‘LES CLOS’, LUCIEN LE MOINE 2012£165.75
Burgundy - France
Complex yet very refined, showing some mineral, smoke, flint, lemon and a touch of honeyed complexity.
Full-bodied and layered with exquisite flavours and a long finish.

29

CORTON-CHARLEMAGNE, GRAND CRU, HENRI DE VILLAMONT 2010
Burgundy - France

Classic Corton-Charlemagne aromas of ripe green apple and fresh almonds lead to a full-bodied yet taut,
mineral palate of great stature and concentration. An excellent example of this large but distinguished
grand cru.

available by the glass

£169.00

WHITE WINES
				
FRANCE			
14

MUSCADET SUR LIE, CHÂTEAU DU CLÉRAY 2015
Sèvre-et-Maine, Loire Valley - France

bottle

£26.75

Dominant aromas of lemon and green apple, with mint and linden flower flavours. Dry yet fruity, this is an
exceptional example of the quintessential seafood wine.
20

POUILLY-FUMÉ, ‘LES CHAILLOUX’, SILEX, DOMAINE CHATELAIN 2015£33.95
Loire Valley - France
A lively, intense nose of green fruit, then focused minerally notes on the palate backed up by zippy citrus
and some spice and mint flavours.

23

SANCERRE, ‘LE MONT’, FOUCHER LEBRUN 2016£39.75
Loire - France
Crisp, flavoursome Sancerre which offers floral and boxwood aromas. The palate shows juicy citrus fruit
alongside the trademark elegance and minerality of the appellation.

WHITE WINES
					
ITALY & SPAIN				
1

bottle

GARGANEGA/PINOT GRIGIO, POGGIO ALTO 2016£19.20
Veneto - Italy					
Crisp apple and pear fruit aromas with some floral overtones lead to a soft, medium-bodied palate with a
clean, dry finish.

5

PINOT GRIGIO, CASTEL FIRMIAN 2016£25.60
Trentino - Italy					
Very clean, nicely balanced Pinot Grigio, with a gentle floral aroma, good medium weight in the mouth,
and a refreshing finish.

7

SILENZI BIANCO, (VERMENTINO BLEND) PALA 2016£23.40
Isola dei Nuraghi IGT - Sardinia					
A fresh young wine with good intensity, showing crisp, clean notes of apple, pear, citrus and herbs.

16

ALBARIÑO, SERRA DA ESTRELA 2015	£29.00
Galicia, Spain
Very attractive with citrus, grapefryuit, pineapple and mandarin flavours, great with savoury starters and
white meats.

19

RUEDA, FINCA MONTEPEDROSO 2015£33.00
Castilla y Leon - Spain
A vivid expression of the Verdejo grape, with its characteristic notes of fennel, green apple, cut hay and
peach, this wine is also imbued with an extra depth and richness in the mouth. A very satisfying, fullerbodied style of Rueda.

available by the glass

WHITE WINES
					
THE REST OF THE WORLD				
2

bottle

CHENIN BLANC/ROUSSANNE, FRONT ROW 2016£20.40
Western Cape - South Africa					
Lovely richness, a hint of honey and spice with an underlying tone of lychees. Almost ‘Rhône Valley’, in style.
Excellent!

3

SAUVIGNON BLANC, D’ALAMEL BY LAPOSTOLLE 2016	
£22.20
Valle Central - Chile					
Fresh and crisp with tones of elderflower, gooseberry, grass and white flowers.

8

SAUVIGNON BLANC, MAHI 2015£32.25
Marlborough - New Zealand					
Musky aromas and flavors of lemon-lime, pepper and herbs, plus a subtle suggestion of ripe peach. Plush
and broad but with harmonious spicy, grapefruit notes giving the wine lift. Fresh but fully ripe and nicely
tactile, even plush, and long on the aftertaste.

10

NARINCE, DIREN COLLECTION 2015£25.00
Anatolia - Turkey
This crisp, elegant, wine made from 100% Narince grapes is left unoaked to give full expression to its fresh,
zesty floral aromas and flavours of citrus, green apple and ripe plum. The palate is dry and medium-bodied
with a round yet refreshing feel in the mouth.

13

DRY FURMINT, SAUSKA 2015£26.40
Tokaj - Hungary
A captivating expression of Hungary’s most famous white grape variety, this Furmint offers intense aromas
of peach, blood orange and herbs. The palate is dry, with a satisfying fullness in the middle, leading to a crisp
grapefruity finish.

17

UNWOODED CHARDONNAY, CHAPEL HILL 2016£30.95
McLaren Vale, Australia
Pristine modern Chardonnay offering delicate citrus, melon and red apple fruit, given depth and savour by
the subtlest of oak treatment. Real balance and delicacy on the palate, leading to a satisfying citrussy finish.

18

GRUNER VETLINER, PETER SCHWEIGER 2015£32.25
Kamptal - Austria					
An accessible introduction to the joys of Grüner: classic spicy, mineral flavours tempered by some upfront
stone fruit character.

24

DR NADESON RIESLING, LETHBRIDGE 2016£42.90
Geelong - Australia
This is a thrilling Riesling, from the immediacy of the succulent peach, lime and floral aromas through the
knife-edge balance of the palate to the long, juicy-slatey finish. Another tour de force from Lethbridge.

available by the glass

RED WINES
			
FRANCE		
36

bottle

CÔTES-DU-RHÔNE, MAZETES DE SAINT VICTOR 2015£26.60
Rhône - France				
Bright aromas of raspberry and black cherry, with a dusting of white pepper; silky-smooth yet lively on the palate,
with a juicy fruit character leading to a savoury finish.

39

CHÂTEAU TERREFORT-LESCALLE 2013£26.20
Bordeaux - France
A medium-bodied, approachable claret with juicy berry fruit backed up by savoury tobacco notes. Classically
proportioned and elegantly balanced.

45

FLEURIE, ‘CLOS DES QUATRE VENTS’ 2015£33.15
Beaujolais - France
Full-bodied for Fleurie, with plenty of oomph to match the trademark floral character, and complex nuances,
both savoury and fruity, on the palate.

46

CHÂTEAU CISSAC, HAUT-MEDOC 2012
Bordeaux - France

£38.95

CHOREY-LES-BEAUNE, HENRI DE VILLAMONT 2014
Burgundy - France

£45.00

A classic ‘claret’ style vintage, medium-bodied and elegant, with approachable currant fruit and savoury notes
of earth and tobacco just starting to emerge.
48

Deep cherry flavours, silky tannins & great length , vividly dark crimson in the glass with notes of strawberry
preserves and leather to finish!

51

CHÂTEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE, DOMAINE DE BEAURENARD 2012£62.95
Rhone Valley - France

An immensely fruity nose, with spicy and balsamic notes, then great complexity on the palate: power, finesse,
and an incredibly long, mineral-fresh finish.
53

CHÂTEAU FOMBRAUGE, ST EMILION GRAND CRU 2009£81.25
Bordeaux - France					
An excellent depth of fruit on the palate, long and elegant with a hint of spice on the finish.

54

CHATEAU BATAILLEY, 5EME, GRAND CRU CLASSE, PAUILLAC 1998£101.50
Bordeaux - France
Robustly structured with exuberant cassis fruit mixed with classic cedar/cigar box notes. Once tannic, this has
now softened down into a graceful but still engaging mouthful.

55

CHÂTEAU KIRWAN, 3EME GRAND CRU CLASSE, MARGAUX 2012£103.50
Bordeaux - France
A classic medium-bodied Margaux, showing good aromatic depth of cassis, blackberry and smoke, and a palate
of charming freshness and succulence.

57

CORTON-BRESSANDES, GRAND CRU, DOMAINE TOLLOT-BEAUT 2013£119.50
Burgundy - France

This delightful wine combines very bright, exuberant red fruit with a real underpinning of structure and minerality.
There is great length here too. Another success from the appellation’s leading domaine.
59

CHÂTEAU CALON-SÉGUR, 3EME GRAND CRU CLASSE, ST ESTEPHE 2008£134.50
Bordeaux - France
This is a wonderful example of traditional Saint-Estèphe, with earthy, blackberry and dried herb aromas,
a concentrated but still medium-bodied palate, and a moreish finish.

60

CHÂTEAU RAUZAN-SEGLA, 2EME GRAND CRU CLASSE, MARGAUX 2008£153.85
Bordeaux - France
Dense crimson colour, blackberry, cassis and spice on the nose with added floral finesse and complexity from
evolution In A bottle. Sleek and silky in the mouth, yet showing good concentration and ripeness.
available by the glass

RED WINES
					
ITALY, SPAIN & PORTUGAL				
30

bottle

PRIMITIVO, ITYNERA 2016£20.00
Salento IGT - Italy		
Attractive ruby red in colour with a persistent, juicy palate of baked fruits and some tobacco notes.

38

VALPOLICELLA, ‘BONACOSTA’ CLASSICO, MASI 2015£27.50
Veneto - Italy					
Intense aromas of fresh cherries and raspberries accompanied by hints of spices such as cloves. Refreshing
on the palate with a long finish of vanilla and cherry notes.

33

TINTO, PRUNUS 2015£23.00
Dão - Portugal
Lightly oaked and perfectly balanced, with a silky texture and crisp edge. The nose is cram-packed with
mulberries, blackberries and anise. On the palate black cherry and raspberry fruit tones with creamy and
chocolaty oak flavours.

40

JOAN D’ANGUERA, ‘MONTSANT’ 2015£27.50
Catalonia - Spain
The youngest wine in the d’Anguera stable has a vibrant red colour and an equally vivid aroma of pomegranate
warm and rocks. Light yet with real intensity on the palate, this is in every sense a refreshing take on the Montsant
appellation.

41

BARBERA D’ASTI FIULOT, PRUNOTTO 2015£31.20
Piedmont - Italy
Fragrant on the nose with hints of plum and cherry. On the palate it is well structured and soft, showing the
typical red fruit and bright character of the Barbera variety.

42

RIOJA RESERVA, PROMESA 2011£31.50
Spain
Delicious velvety Rioja which, after five years maturing, is showing its sophisticated savoury side as well as
rich berry fruit and subtle oak influence.

47

IL BRUCIATO, (CABERNET SAUVIGNON/MERLOT/SYRAH)
£43.05
GUADO AL TASSO 2015		
Bolghieri DOC,Tuscany - Italy
Fragrant fruity aromas, particularly plum, followed by delicate mint and green tea notes. On the palate it is
full-bodied and smooth with a long finish.

49

BAROLO, PRUNOTTO 2013
Piedmont - Italy

£54.25

Complex nose with notes of rose, strawberry and forest fruits. Delicately floral, perfumed yet persistent on
the palate, this is Barolo at its best.

52

OSAR ROSSO DEL VERONESE IGT, MASI 2009£78.00
Veneto - Italy
This remarkable wine demonstrates the merits of the near-extinct Oseleta variety, with vivid yet precise
aromas of forest fruit and spice, a full-bodied silky palate, and great complexity on the coffee/chocolate finish.
It manages to be both a Venetian and a cru classe!

58

TIGNANELLO, ANTINORI 2014
Toscana IGT - Italy 

Tignanello is an intense yet elegant wine with ripe red fruit, vanilla, chocolate and leather aromas. The palate
is mouth-filling and detailed, with a very fine velvety texture and a long, reverberant finish.

available by the glass

£120.35

Magnum £250.00

RED WINES
					
THE NEW WORLD				
31

bottle

SHIRAZ/MOURVEDRE/VIOGNIER, FRONT ROW 2016£21.95
Swartland - South Africa					
Fragrant and rich loaded with forest fruits, jammy spice, and a touch of pepper. Impressive concentration.

32

MERLOT, D’ALAMEL BY LAPOSTOLLE 2014£22.20
Valle Central - Chile					
A round, voluptuous Merlot with plum and cherry aromas, a juicy feel in the mouth and a long, smooth finish.
The oak adds a touch of spicy complexity.

34

SHIRAZ, DEAKIN ESTATE 2016£25.25
Victoria - Australia					
Good punchy Shiraz aromas of mulberry and plum, supported by hints of vanilla and coffee oak. The palate is
juicy, spicy and satisfying, with a rounded finish.

35

MALBEC, ‘ LO TENGO’, NORTON 2016£25.40
Mendoza - Argentina					
Rich ruby red in color with purple hints. Fresh fruit, cinnamon and cherry aromas. Very attractive velvety feel
on the palate, delicious finish.

37

PINOT NOIR, ‘IDENTIDADE’, CASA VALDUGA 2016£28.50
Encruzilhada do Sul - Brazil					
Attractive ripe red fruits – strawberry, cherry – with hints of aniseed, tobacco and mint. Light, lively flavours
on the palate, silky texture and very refreshing.

43

SHIRAZ, ‘FOUNDERS BLOCK’, KATNOOK ESTATE 2015£31.50
Coonawarra - Australia					
An aromatic Shiraz bursting with dark cherry and red berry fruit, lifted by white pepper and cinnamon.
The palate is ripe and generous, with subtle vanilla and spice notes from the oak, and a rounded liquoriceinfused finish.

44

MALBEC, ‘REMOLINOS VINEYARD’ FINCA DECERO 2014£32.45
Foot Hills Andes - Argentina
Round and velvety, with flavours of ripe black fruit, violets, spices and tobacco. Long and complex on the finish.

50

PINOT NOIR, LETHBRIDGE 2013£56.65
Geelong - Australia
This Pinot displays a gorgeous, subtle bouquet of cherry, raspberry, flowers and fresh leaves, which leads into
a poised, beautifully textured, complex palate. Seamless and delicate yet with great underlying persistence and
length, this is a masterclass in Pinot Noir!

56

PINOT NOIR, ‘PASTORALE VINEYARD’, JOSEPH PHELPS 2012£108.75
California - United States
A complex, textural Pinot Noir that offers aromas of cherry, raspberry, anise and tea leaves, along with a
tangerine brightness that expresses the wine’s coastal origins. The palate is generous, finely structured, with
good capacity to age.

available by the glass

ROSÉ WINES
		
125ml
61

175ml

500ml

bottle

PINOT GRIGIO ROSÉ, POGGIO ALTO 2016
£3.75
£5.05
£13.95
£20.20
Veneto - Italy							
With a delicate pale pink colour and an elegant nose of acacia flowers,
this light-bodied dry rosé is delightfully refreshing.

62

ROSÉ, DOMAINE COSTE 2016
£4.40
£5.95
Vin de Pays des Côtes de Thongue - France			
Palish pink in colour, with a plump, dry palate and flavours of strawberry
and blackberry. Fresh and round with good length.

63

£16.45

Magnum

£23.80
£49.50		

CÔTES DE PROVENCE ROSÉ, ST-ROCH LES VIGNES 2016 £4.95
£6.75
£18.65
£27.00
Provence - France							

A pale salmon hue with notes of white peaches and lychees on the nose.
Fresh and lively on the palate, fairly light in body, with a refreshing dry finish.
71

ETOILLE, MIRABEAU EN PROVENCE 2016
Provence -France 			

-

£44.00

-

£50.65

Ethereal pale pink colour with silver reflections, this wine has the allure of
a pure summer breeze. A complex rosé, with elegant notes of strawberry,
citrus, white flower and a hint of lychee.

64

CÔTES DE PROVENCE ROSÉ,
CHÂTEAU DE PAMPELONNE LEGENDE 2015
Provence - France

One of the most refined and textured rosés in Provence, this selection of
the château’s best vineyards offers pretty aromas of flowers and red fruit,
and an intense yet extremely delicate mouthfeel.

-

-

SPARKLING WINE
				
69

			125ml

bottle

PROSECCO ITYNERA			£4.75
Veneto - Italy

£25.00

A classic Prosecco with aromas of white peach, pear and flowers. The palate is fresh, not too dry,
and clean as a whistle all the way through to the sparkling finish.

70

FRANCIACORTA CUVÉE ROYALE, TENUTA MONTENISA,
MARCHESE ANTINORI
Lombardy - Italy

		 -

£43.95

Superb traditional method fizz from the Antinori stable – crisp apple fruit with lemony finesse
has acquired subtle richness and perfect tiny bubbles from extended time on the lees.

70a

TICKERAGE BLUSH 2011
‘Blackboys’ East Sussex, England

		 -

Limited availability, and Pinot dominated, on the nose there are peppery hints, spicy and yeasty
with the palate giving a crisp English acidity. Rich in blackberry and red currant fruits, with a clean
and complex finish.

£45.00

BOLNEY ‘SUSSEX’ ESTATE
‘We are one of the longest established English vineyards and have been making award winning English wines here at Bolney
Wine Estate for over 35 years. We started with white wines but decided to focus on red wines as we saw a real potential for
making quality lighter red wines similar in style to the best New Zealand Pinot Noirs. Our sparkling English wines have been
particularly successful, winning gold medals as people realise our sparkling wines are as good as, and sometimes even better
than, the best Champagnes, which is hardly surprising given that we follow the same traditional method as is used to produce
Champagne! We also have sandstone soils which are perfect for growing vines’.

				
SPARKLING WINE			

125ml

bottle

£8.00

£41.00

80

BUBBLEY NV			

81

EIGHTEEN ACRE ROSÉ 2011

			£44.00

82

CUVÉE ROSÉ 2013

		

-

£49.95

83

CUVÉE NOIR 2011

		

-

£55.00

A simple, light and refreshing English sparkling wine. Very easy to drink with a charming
elderflower creaminess.

A Gold medal in the Global Rose Masters 2017! A vibrant, deep pink with elegant mousse in
the glass. On the nose this wine expresses aromas of red fruits, particularly that of ripe
strawberries and red cherries.

Vintage, traditional method sparkling wine with wonderful strawberries and cream character,
along with hints of vanilla and loganberries. Made from Merlot and Chardonnay grapes.
A unique, red sparkling wine which oozes style. Warm aromas of stone fruits and ripe
blueberries lead to a wonderful creamy richness from the 18 months lees ageing and lingering
summer fruits palate with a hint of spice on the finish.

		

WHITE WINE
84

85

LYCHGATE WHITE 2015

A fascinating example of a cold climate pinot. Fragrant, well balanced,
medium bodied wine full of red cherry flavours and hints of toasted oak.

BACCHUS 2015

This grape variety could well be known as the Sauvignon Blanc of England.
A fragrant wine with aromas of capsicum and gooseberry, which blend
perfectly with the fresh fruit flavours in the palate.

125ml

175ml

500ml

bottle

-

-

-

£19.20

£5.80

£8.15

£23.00

£34.50

£5.70

£7.75

£21.65

£32.25

RED WINE
86

LYCHGATE RED 2014

Notes of red fruits and a hint of leather lead through to juicy plum and
berry flavours together with soft tannins, making this a very elegant,
easy drinking wine. Medium bodied dry red wine.

CHAMPAGNE
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125ml

BRUT NATURE ZERO DOSAGE, CHAMPAGNE DRAPPIER		
Champagne, France			

Magnum 

A blanc de noirs of compelling purity, this champagne is elegant and bone dry, with delicate
mineral and lemon notes filled out by richer flavours of pear and white peach.

73

BRUT NATURE ROSÉ, CHAMPAGNE DRAPPIER			
Champagne, France

bottle

£8.95 £47.40
£99.00

£10.25£54.85

A crystalline, full-flavoured dry rosé, very evocative of strawberry and raspberry with a
floral note of rose petals. The palate recalls red fruits and is augmented by hints of citrus
fruit, mandarin orange and a small, very refined touch of white pepper.

74

CHAMPAGNE VEUVE CLICQUOT ‘YELLOW LABEL’			
France

-

£79.95

CHAMPAGNE LAURENT-PERRIER ROSÉ			
France

-

£99.35

CHAMPAGNE KRUG GRANDE CUVÉE			
France

- £257.50

Well structured with a symphony of fruit flavours and fine balance between fruity and
toasty aromas.

75

Deep salmon-pink, fruity, fresh and intense followed by a full bodied yet elegant mouthfeel.

76

Wonderfully creamy. Combination of richness and balance on the palate. The long, lingering
finish is both nutty and toasty.

DESSERT WINE
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100ml

50cl

½ bottle

MOSCATEL NATURALMENTE DULCE, FINCA ANTIGUA 2015
La Mancha, Spain

£6.10

-

£21.15

A stunning mixture of concentration and freshness, tingling with orangey acidity
and floral, grapey aromas, then direct, powerful and surprisingly sweet on the
palate. A tour de force!
66

SAUTERNES, CHATEAU LA FLEUR D’OR 2014		 £7.30
£25.95
Bordeaux, France							
An immediately inviting nose, combining apricot fruit, creamy patisserie notes
and a certain citrus brightness, leads to a sweet yet beautifully balanced palate.
Luscious but never cloying.

67

TORCOLATO, MACULAN 2011		 £9.25
£32.95
Veneto, Italy							
Brilliantly original wine, with aromas of apricots, orange blossom and amaretti,
a decadently rich mid-palate, and an elegant, refreshing almondy finish.

68

TOKAJI 5 PUTTONYOS, SAUSKA 2003		
Tokaj, Hungary
An exceptional Tokaji, opulently flavoured yet still so fresh and youthful, with
aromas of fig, honey, dried peach, marmalade and caramel. Intense sweetness
is balanced by brilliant citrussy acidity; the wine finishes tangy and whistle-clean.

-

£44.75

-

